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Step into the enlightening realm of the School of Social Science at Renaissance 

University, where the mysteries of human behavior, society, and governance are 

unveiled. Our dedicated faculty and cutting-edge curriculum provide an

immersive learning experience, nurturing minds that seek to understand the

intricacies of the human psyche and the dynamics of societies.

Embrace the opportunity to explore diverse perspectives and transform your 

understanding of the world through programs like BA Public Administration,
MA Public Administration, MA Psychology, and BA Psychology.

Discover the power of social sciences and embark on a transformative journey of 

knowledge and self-discovery, as we together endeavor to shape a more

profound understanding of humanity and foster positive change for a better

tomorrow.

In our BA Public Administration program, we go the extra mile to empower our 

students. Alongside a comprehensive curriculum, we provide specialized training 

for UPSC and MPPSC exams, opening doors to exciting career opportunities in

public administration and civil services.

Discover the power of social sciences and embark on a transformative journey

of knowledge and self-discovery, as we together endeavor to shape a more

profound understanding of humanity and foster positive change for a

better tomorrow.

Empowering Your Aspirants

BA Public
Administration

MA Public
Administration

BA in
Psychology

MA in
Psychology



NAVIGATING HUMANITY'S
TAPESTRY: YOUR SOCIAL SCIENCE

JOURNEY BEGINS HERE!



BA  PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Unravel the Dynamics of Governance

At Renaissance University, we offer a unique option that sets our BA Public 

Administration program apart. Students have the opportunity to choose BA

Public Administration with UPSC and MPPSC exam preparation.

This specialized training provides a direct pathway to prestigious civil services 

and administrative careers. Under the guidance of seasoned professionals in 
the field, empower your  aspirations and embark on a journey to make a
meaningful impact on society through civil service.



At Renaissance University, we offer a unique option that sets our BA Public 

Administration program apart. Students have the opportunity to choose BA

Public Administration with UPSC and MPPSC exam preparation.

This specialized training provides a direct

pathway to prestigious civil services and

administrative careers. Under the guidance of 

seasoned professionals in the field, empower 

your aspirations and embark on a journey to 

make a meaningful impact on society

through civil service.

BA PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
WITH UPSC/MPPSC TRAINING

Rs 1,05,000/- Per Year

Payable In 2 Equal Installments of Rs 52,500/- 

Zero Cost EMI Option Available

Course Duration - 3 Years

COURSE FEE FOR BA
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

COURSE ELIGIBILITY
Candidates must have scored 50% (for 
SC/ST/OBC 45%) marks in aggregate in 12th 
Standard or an equivalent examination,
recognized by State or Central Education
Board.



Rs 52,500/- Per Year

Payable In 2 Equal Installments of Rs 26,250/- 

Zero Cost EMI Option Available

Course Duration - 3 Years

BA Public Administration empowers future administrators to address societal 

challenges with efficiency and empathy. It offers a blend of theory and practical

skills for careers in government, nonprofits, and public service.

This invitation urges you to seize the chance to 

step into a pivotal role within the constantly 

changing field of public administration. It's an 

encouragement to embrace the potential for 

influence & change within this evolving 

sphere, knowing that your contributions can

positively impact society as a whole.

BA PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PLAIN COURSE

COURSE FEE FOR BA
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

COURSE ELIGIBILITY
Candidates must have scored 50% (for 
SC/ST/OBC 45%) marks in aggregate in 12th 
Standard or an equivalent examination,
recognized by State or Central Education
Board.



MA  PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Empowering Tomorrow’s Visionary Leaders

Our esteemed MA Public Administration program at Renaissance University

empowers visionary leaders. This transformative academic journey provides 

advanced governance and policy skills. Engage with field experts for invaluable

insights, enriching your experience.

As a competent leader, tackle influential roles in government, public

organizations, and international sectors. Shape a better future by impacting

society positively. Embrace this journey toward visionary leadership & driving
change in public administration. Experience this Environment at RU.



Upon completing the MA Public Administration program, you will be equipped 

with a profound understanding of public governance & the skills to drive

transformative change. Whether you choose to serve in government agencies, 

nonprofit organizations, or international institutions, your visionary leadership 

will be an invaluable asset in shaping policies & creating a positive impact on

communities.

Embrace the endless possibilities that lie ahead as you embark on a fulfilling 

career path, driving meaningful change & contributing to a better world

through your expertise in public administration

1. Visionary Leadership Development: Nurture your potential as a visionary 

leader, equipped to shape progressive policies and drive positive change in

public administration.

2. Real-World Insights: Engage with renowned experts & practitioners, gaining

invaluable real-world experience  insights that enrich your learning journey.

3. Advanced Governance Knowledge: Delve deep into the intricacies of public

governance, public policy analysis, and strategic planning to make informed

decisions with lasting impact.

4. Versatile Career Opportunities: Open doors to influential roles in government, 

public organizations, international agencies, and nonprofit sectors, making a

significant impact on society & beyond.

Empowere Your Future
In Public Service

Course Key Highlights



Course Fees : Rs. 26,500/- Per Year
Course Duration : 2 Years 

Payable In Two Equal Installments of Rs. 13,250/- Each
* Zero Cost EMI Option is Also Available *

Eligibility : Bachelor’s Degree in any Discipline with a Minimum

Aggregate Score of 50% (for SC/ST/OBC 45%)
and Minimum Duration of 3 Years from a Recognized University.

MA PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAMME FEES



BA  IN
PSYCHOLOGY 
Delving into the Human Psyche

Explore psychology through our BA program at Renaissance University. Gain 

insights into behavior, thoughts, and emotions. Study theories, research

methods, and critical thinking. Dive into developmental, social, cognitive, and

abnormal psychology.

Experience hands-on research. Prepare for careers in counseling, HR, social work, 

and research. Unleash your potential as a compassionate psychologist. Join our
transformative journey into human nature, understanding, and discovery.



Discover the world of human behavior and cognition through the BA Psychology 

program at Renaissance University. Delve into the intricacies of the mind,

understanding its complexities and the motivations behind behaviors. Gain

comprehensive knowledge in psychological theories, research methodologies,

and analytical thinking.

This program encompasses developmental, social, cognitive, & abnormal

psychology, offering a holistic understanding of human experiences. Engage

in practical research projects, applying theoretical knowledge to real-world

scenarios.

1. Holistic Curriculum: Explore varied psychology realms: clinical, cognitive,

developmental. Understand the field's diverse dimensions deeply.

2. Immersive Learning: Elevate your skills through hands-on experiences,

including internships & practical projects, refining your analytical &

counseling abilities.

3. Esteemed Faculty: Learn from seasoned professors renowned in their fields,

ensuring an education of unparalleled quality and depth.

4. Pioneering Research: Engage in cutting-edge research projects, contributing

to the forefront of psychological science and nurturing a spirit of innovation.

5. Interdisciplinary Fusion: Embrace an interdisciplinary  that integrates insights

from related fields, providing a well-rounded perspective on human behavior.

Embark on
Psychology's Journey

Course Key Highlights



Course Fees : Rs. 63,000/- Per Year
Course Duration : 3 Years 

Payable In Two Equal Installments of Rs. 31,500/- Each
* Zero Cost EMI Option is Also Available *

Eligibility : Bachelor’s Degree in any Discipline with a Minimum

Aggregate Score of 50% (for SC/ST/OBC 45%)
and Minimum Duration of 3 Years from a Recognized University.

BA IN PSYCHOLOGY
PROGRAMME FEES



MA  IN
PSYCHOLOGY 
The Science of Mind & Behavior

Renaissance University's MA in Psychology stands as a beacon of advanced

education within the distinguished School of Social Sciences. Explore psychology 

profoundly: theory, research, & practical applications covered comprehensively.

Tailored specializations, dynamic practicum experiences, & a global
perspective distinguish this program, ensuring students are equipped with a
versatile skill set & a nuanced understanding of the complexities within
the field of psychology.



Embark on your journey towards mastery in psychology, commencing a

transformative path that unfolds a realm filled with endless possibilities & diverse 

opportunities. At Renaissance University, immerse yourself in an environment 

that nurtures growth and knowledge, cultivating the insights, skills, & invaluable

connections essential for your future endeavors.

Embrace this pivotal moment with confidence, knowing that your experience 

here will mold you into a resilient and compassionate professional. As you 

traverse through this enriching educational landscape, you'll emerge prepared to 

navigate the multifaceted dimensions of psychology, equipped to make a

meaningful impact in various spheres.

1. Tailored Specializations: Customize your academic journey with specialized 

tracks, such as clinical psychology and counseling, aligning your studies with 

your career goals.

2. Cutting-Edge Research:  Participate in pioneering studies in cutting-edge labs, 

advancing psychological science.

3. International Exposure: Expand horizons: Collaborate on projects, join global 

conferences, and embrace cross-cultural learning for a holistic global view.

4. Practicum Opportunities: Apply theoretical knowledge in real-world settings 

through dynamic practicum experiences, working alongside professionals to 

develop practical skills.

5. Networking and Mentorship: Build vital connections via networking events 

and mentorships, enriching your academic and professional path.

Enroll in
Psychology Studies

Course Key Highlights



Course Fees : Rs. 26,500/- Per Year
Course Duration : 2 Years 

Payable In Two Equal Installments of Rs. 13,250/- Each
* Zero Cost EMI Option is Also Available *

Eligibility : Bachelor’s Degree in any Discipline with a Minimum

Aggregate Score of 50% (for SC/ST/OBC 45%)
and Minimum Duration of 3 Years from a Recognized University.

MA IN PSYCHOLOGY
PROGRAMME FEES



AMBASSADORS



INDRADHANUSH



SPORTSZILLA



#EventsAtRanaissance

#CelebritiesAtRenaissance

#SportsAtRanaissance

LIFE AT RENAISSANCE



Scan for Virtual Tour!

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
Gram Revti, Behind Aurobindo Hospital, Sanwer Road

Indore - 452015 | Tel : (0731) 66884150 / 151

OFFICE ADDRESS
201-202, HeadQuarter Building,

IDA Plot No. 54, Satya Sai Square, Indore (M.P.) - 452010

+91-9109954955
+91-9109977337

www.renaissance.ac.in
For More Details

info@renaissance.ac.in
Mail Us at

Admissions Open Now


